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ABSTRACT
In the last few years, Twitter data has become so popular
that it is used in a rich set of new applications, e.g., real-time
event detection, demographic analysis, and news extraction.
As user-generated data, the plethora of Twitter data moti-
vates several analysis tasks that make use of activeness of
255+ Million Twitter users. This demonstration presents
VisCAT; a tool for aggregating and visualizing categorical
attributes in Twitter data. VisCAT outputs visual reports
that provide spatial analysis through interactive map-based
visualization for categorical attributes—such as tweet lan-
guage or source operating system—at different zoom levels.
The visual reports are built based on user-selected data in
arbitrary spatial and temporal ranges. For this data, Vis-

CAT employs a hierarchical spatial data structure to ma-
terialize the count of each category at multiple spatial lev-
els. We demonstrate VisCAT, using real Twitter dataset.
The demonstration includes use cases on tweet language and
tweet source attributes in the region of Gulf Arab states,
which can be used for deducing thoughtful conclusions on
demographics and living levels in local societies.

1. INTRODUCTION
Twitter microblogging service becomes very popular in

the last few years. Everyday, 500+ Million tweets are posted
by 255+ Million active users [19, 22]. With such unprece-
dented user activeness and huge user-generated data sizes,
several new applications and analysis tasks are motivated.
This includes real-time keyword search [5], spatio-temporal
modeling [1], event detection [2, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 23], event
analysis [8, 18], news extraction [15], photo extraction [7],
and general analysis [9, 17]. Such kinds of applications are so
important that major IT companies spend millions of dollars
to enable them to their customers [3, 21].
The plethora of Twitter active users enables meaningful
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analysis tasks that can deduce fruitful conclusions for ac-
tual population. For example, a recent study on geotagged
tweets [11] has examined the relation between cultural di-
versity and Twitter language usage in different countries us-
ing ground truth real data from international organizations.
The results shows a localized correlation in various societies
with particular demographic characteristics and standards
of living. The study has also shown a strong correlation
between the tweets posted in country and its first spoken
language. Thus, the availability of large amount of Twitter
data from a wide active user base around the world moti-
vates a variety of more accurate potential analysis tasks.

One of the underutilized Twitter data attributes are the
categorical attributes: the attributes that can take one of
multiple discrete values. Prime example of important cate-
gorical attributes in Twitter data is the language attribute
that is appended to tweets by Twitter on February 2013 [20].
The language attribute determines in which natural lan-
guage the tweet is written. This single attribute, along with
geolocation information, allows the whole study in [11] and
it enables even more analysis, e.g., about users language
usage. Another example for Twitter categorical attribute
is the tweet source, which determines from which OS, de-
vice, or application the tweet is posted. This is another at-
tribute that could enable more analysis tasks like the spread
of different devices in the geo-located space, analysis of stan-
dards of living in different regions,...etc. Thus, categorical
attribute are important sources of Twitter data analysis that
could be exploited to draw fruitful conclusions from the con-
tinuously flowing Twitter data.

In this demonstration, we present VisCAT—Visualization
of Categorical Attributes in Twitter—as a web-based ser-
vice that enables users to analyze categorical attributes of
Twitter data. VisCAT web interface facilitates choosing
Twitter data from arbitrary spatial and temporal ranges
and a particular categorical attribute to analyze. Then, a
web-based visual report interface is generated for aggregate
counts of different categories based on pie charts, per spa-
tial region and at different zoom levels. To this end, Vis-

CAT employs a hierarchical spatial pyramid structure [4]
that materializes the count of each category. All the counts
are pre-computed and stored in the different pyramid levels.
The pyramid structure along with it aggregate counts are
stored on the disk and loaded on the launch of the report
interface.



We demonstrateVisCAT using real Twitter dataset, show-
ing use cases for language and source attributes of Twitter
data, in the region of Gulf Arab states, during the period
from December 2013 to February 2014. The rest of this pa-
per describes VisCAT service in more detail along with the
demonstration scenarios.

2. VISCAT OVERVIEW
In this section, we present an overview of VisCAT ser-

vice features and components. First, we describe a detailed
overview about the process of generating visual reports along
with the supported features. Second, we describe details of
the internals of the employed data structure in VisCAT.
VisCAT service is a web-based asynchronous service that

generates visual reports for aggregate analysis on categori-
cal attributes of Twitter data. It allow users to submit a
request for specific visual report, takes its time processing
the request in the back end, and then sends the visual report
to the user by email. The requested visual report is char-
acterized by two main things: (1) the data to be included
in the report, and (2) the categorical attribute to be aggre-
gated and visualized in the report. VisCAT users can select
data in arbitrary spatial and temporal range. The available
geotagged tweets in VisCAT are crawled since October 2013
from Twitter streaming APIs. For the user-selected data,
the user can select any categorical attribute, e.g., language
or source, to generate an interactive visual report.
Once the user submits a request, the back end of VisCAT

extracts the user-selected data through extensive scanning
for geotagged tweets in the specified temporal range. Then,
VisCAT creates an adaptive pyramid structure [4] (similar
to a partial quad tree [6]) that stores counts of different
attribute categories in the whole spatial range at different
levels of granularity. Building the pyramid structure goes
through two phases: (1) Structuring phase, and (2) Compu-

tation phase. The structuring phase determines the pyra-
mid shape by inserting the actual individual tweets. Then,
the computation phase precomputes the aggregate counts
in each pyramid cell before discarding the individual tweets.
The pyramid is initialized by one root cell that covers the
whole spatial range and contains all the tweets of the report.
The root cell is then divided into four disjoint children cells,
each covering a quarter of the space. The root cell tweets
are replicated in its children cells according to their spatial
locations. Any cell that has number of tweets larger than
a parameter capacity is further divided into four children
cells. The process is repeated recursively for each cell until
the leaf cell has tweets less than or equal to capacity. When
the structuring process is completed, the partial pyramid
structure is then fed to the computation phase.
In the computation phase, the aggregate counts of all at-

tribute categories in each pyramid cell, either leaf or non-
leaf, are precomputed and stored. Each cell stores its counts
in a hashtable with attribute categories as keys and the cor-
responding counts inside the cell as values. For example, if
a certain cell has 80 tweets from iOS, 60 tweets from An-
droid, and 40 tweets from Windows, then the cell hashtable
would contain three pairs of <iOS,80>, <Android,60>, and
<Windows,40>. Each cell stores two hashtables: one based
on distinct tweets and one based on distinct users. The dis-
tinct tweets hashtable considers every individual tweet in the
cell even if multiple tweets are posted by the same user. On
the contrary, the distinct users hashtable counts all tweets
from the same user only once. After the computation is

completed, the pyramid structure is stored on disk with its
aggregate counts. Afterwards, VisCAT back end generates
an interactive web interface that visualize the contents of
the pyramid structure on a map-based interface at different
zoom levels, where each map level corresponds to a pyra-
mid level. This interface represents the output visual re-
port. Whenever the report is launched, the stored pyramid
is loaded from disk to visualize the precomputed aggrega-
tions. After the report interface is successfully generated,
an email is sent to user with a hyperlink to the report. It is
important to note that we take tweet language and source
OS attributes classification from Twitter and it may contains
some errors. The accurate classification of such attributes is
beyond the scope of this work.

3. DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS
VisCAT user interface and functionality are demonstrated

using a real dataset that is continuously being crawled from
Twitter streaming APIs since October 2013. Our demo at-
tendees would be able to interact with VisCAT as explained
in the following scenarios.

3.1 Scenario 1: Submitting Report Request
The main user interface of VisCAT is shown in Figure 1,

from which users would be able to submit spatio-temporal
requests to generate visual reports on categorical attributes
in Twitter data. The user would select the report spatial
area using a map-based interface (the black rectangle in
Figure 1) and the temporal range through the datepicker.
Then, the user chooses an attribute to analyze. Finally, the
user enters an email address to receive the output report
and submit the request. VisCAT would process the report
request in its back end to generate a report similar to those
presented in the next sections. Once the report is gener-
ated, the user receives an email message with a link to the
generated report. It is worth noting that the interface in
Figure 1 does not let the user input the pyramid cell capac-
ity. VisCAT sets this by default to 50 which enables the
spatial granularity to be street-level.

3.2 Scenario 2: Interactive Visual Reports
As described throughout the paper, VisCAT generates

web-based visual interactive reports for tweets categorical
attributes. Figure 2 shows two examples of the generated re-
ports from VisCAT: Figure 2(a) shows the tweets languages
in the Gulf Arab States and Figure 2(b) shows the tweet
sources in the same region. In Figure 2(a) the counts and
percentage of each language in each sub-region is displayed
using pie charts. The size of the pie chart indicates the rel-
ative size of tweets in its corresponding region. Different
languages are marked with different colors. Languages can
be included/excluded selectively so that the user can com-
pare the aggregates of any combination of the languages.
In addition, changing the zoom level would give finer gran-
ularity aggregates in smaller regions. Also, the generated
reports offers to show the aggregate counts based on either
distinct tweets or distinct users. By default it uses the dis-
tinct tweets mode. To show the results based on distinct
users, the user should click the corresponding radio button
in the top right corner of the report screen. In this mode, all
tweets from the same user are counted only once. The same
features and description apply for Figure 2(b) where the only
change is the attribute and its categories. It is clear in Fig-
ure 2(b) that android (in blue) is the mostly used OS in the



Figure 1: VisCAT Main User Interface.

(a) Tweets Languages (Arabic is disabled) (b) Tweets Sources

Figure 2: VisCAT Reports for Tweets Languages and Sources in Gulf Arab States

region. Also, Foursquare (in yellow) is popular only in some
of the eastern Arab regions. The reader can check the sample
visual reports on http://www.gistic.org/TwitterLanguages/
and http://www.gistic.org/TwitterOS/.

3.3 Scenario 3: Distinct Tweets vs. Distinct
Users

As described in Scenario 2, VisCAT users can display the
aggregate counts by either distinct tweets or distinct users.
Figure 3 shows the tweets languages distribution in city of
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia using both display modes. The two
modes could give insights on the activeness of certain users.
For example, Figure 3 shows the activeness of Philippine
users where the Tagalog language color (the green) is de-
moted in the distinct users mode. Also, the distinct user
mode gives the portion of particular user group, e.g., Philip-
pine users, in different regions in Jeddah. This eliminates
the bias towards very active users who could mislead the
report user.

3.4 Scenario 4: Localized Societal Analysis
The main purpose of enabling spatial analysis on Twitter

categorical attributes is to facilitate interested users to draw
fruitful conclusions by analyzing Twitter data in local areas.
In this scenario, we give one example of such analysis and
how it could be powerful in drawing conclusions, or even
being a seed point to follow in future.
In the figures of the previous sections, whenever the tweets

languages are shown in the Arab region, the Arabic tweets

are excluded as it dominates all other languages which make
it very hard to visualize the other languages contributions.
Figure 4(a) shows the tweets language in the Arab area in-
cluding the Arabic tweets. One can notice that the Arabic
tweets are dominating in all regions except the eastern re-
gion near Qatar. Focusing on Doha, Qatar in Figure 4(b),
one can see the lingual diversity of the city, compared to
the other Arab region, where English, French, Spanish, Por-
tuguese, Urdu, Indonesian, and Tagalog languages can be
visually noticed. This gives a strong indication for high cul-
tural diversity in the city. According to the study in [11],
Qatar is the second state in terms of compliance of its Twit-
ter data language usage to the UNESCO published language
diversity index (LDI). UNESCO reported LDI of 0.608 for
Qatar which means there is a 60.8% probability that any
two random persons living in the country speak different
languages. This can be visually noticed from Figure 4(b).

Such visual analysis may be of interest for different types
of users, e.g., administrative authorities in the country to
deal with certain situation for a specific cultural group like
Syrian refugees, new comers to multi-cultural countries who
prefer to approach a community with a similar culture, or
ethnicity-specific organizations that are interested to keep
track of the spatial distribution of its people of interest.
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